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Detailed ground geophysical surveys, using magnetic 
and electromagnetic instruments have been carried out over the six 
claim groups bald by Horth Aaerlccn Ventures in the Pickle Lake 
Area, Patricia Mining Division of Ontario.

In addition, seven claims vere stated to give on
strir.e protection for located conductors. These nev eT*ta* vere 
compricec of five claims added to Claim Group No. l, and two 
adcie'i to Cleic Group Ho. 2.

Twenty-five electromagnetic conductors of varying 
interprf tad worth and fourteen magnetically anomalous zones vere 
indicated by the detailed ground geophysical -survey of the six 
claim groups in question. In a majority of cases the conductors 
indicated had a close spatial relationship with the magnetic 
anomalies. A breakdown into individual claim groups gives:

Claim Group ITo. l (Airborne Anomalies 1,2.3.6 and 25)

Seven electromagnetic conductors (EM l through 917 
inclusive) and four magnetic anomalous zones (A through
D inclusive)

Clala Gro-jp Ho. 2 (Airborne Anomaly 12)

Three electromagnetic conductors (EMS through HCLO 
inclusive) and three magnetic anomalous zones (B 
through G inclusive)

riRim Gro-jp No. 3 (Airborne Anomaly 53)

T-. ree electromagnetic conductors (9(11 through 90.3 
inclusive)

C]BJq Group Ho. .1* (Airborne Anomaly 62)

Two electromagnetic conductors (jHG-k and QCL5) 
r .- c t-.n magnetic enoaalous zrnee (E and I)

Cl&ip Group No. 5 (Airborne AnopsI^- 6US)

e.ectrcT-Bonetic conductors (EKl6 and
gnc:!:: nnooalous cones (J through L inclusive)
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Claim Group Ho. 6 (Airborne Anomaly 82)

Eight electromagnetic conductors (EK18 through 
3425 inclusive ) sad two magnetic anomalous cones 
(M and H)

EUECTRCMAGSbTIC CCHPPCICBS

Claim Drilling 
Group Conductor So. Rating Recommended

l HCL Moderate to good Yes
l 912 Poor to moderate Yes
l JM3A Good Ro
l EM3B Good Yes
l 343C Moderate to good Ho

	Moderate to good Yes 
	Good Yes

l QI5 Good Yes
l H46 Moderate to good Yes
1 EM? Good - Ho
2 1MB Poor to good Ho
2 EM9 Moderate Yes
2 EMLO Poor Ho
3 mil Moderate Ho
3 9CL2 Good Yes
3 EJCL3 Poor Ho
k IXlk Poor Ho
k HCL5 Poor to moderate Ho
5 QCL6 Good Yes
5 ac.7 Poor to good Yes
6 QG8 Good Ho
6 ao.9 Good Ho
6 9420 Good Yes
6 B421 Moderate to good Yes
6 9C2 Moderate to good Yes
6 EM23 Poor to moderate Ho
6 IM2U Poor No
6 1K25 Poor Ho
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RECCECffHIATICHS

Further investigations of the indicated electromagnetic 
conductors by means of diamond drilling is recommended for five of 
the six claim groups. These drill programmes in order of interpreted
priority are:

1. Claim Group Ho. 6
2. Claim Group No. l
3. Claim Group No. 3
k. Claim Group Ho. 5
5. Claim Group No. 2

No. of
Holes

k 
6
1
2
l

Total 
Footaga

1,500
2,000

300
500

-300

3.100

If and when these recommended drill pr is are
carried cut soae further claim staking vill be warranted to give 
areal protection.

From office studies of all available data, i.e. govern 
ment geological maps, aeromagnetic maps, aerial photographs end 
property reports, two contiguous areas (see key nap), lying Just south 
of Pickle Lake, Ontario, were selected to be uoveied by airborne 
electromagnetic surveys. These areas are underlain by bands of 
greenstone with minor associated sediments, "wrapped around a granitic 
intrusive .

Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys ltd. and Lockwood 
Survey Corporation Ltd. were then asked to submit tenders for the 
flying of these airborne electromagnetic surveys, with the contract 
being eventually awarded to Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Ltd. The 
survey commenced in March 1966, and was completed in April 1966.

The parameters measured by the survey were:

(a) The in -phase end out-of -phase components of the 
w-t-ectromagnetie field at a frequency of 320 c. p. a.

(b) The radtoiictivity with a scintillation counter.

C c) Variations of thu earth's Magnetic field with en 
Elliot cagaetorester.

J



(d) The terrain clearance of the Otter aircraft 
vith a radio altimeter.

(e) The acceleration of the aircraft vith a 
accelerometer.

On Nay 21st, 1966, the final reports and maps vere 
received from Canadian Aero Minenu Surveys Ltd., comprised of:

1. Two copies of a photo "base nap shoving the actual 
linea of flight over the area at a scale of 1,320 
ft. - l inch.

2. One transparency and two ozalid copies of the 
electromagnetic results and coincident data.

3. The original Brush record tapes.

k. Rectilinear magnetic tapes.

5. Flight logs.

6. 35 m film of the survey.

7. A complete written report covering the survey data.

This report, on 82 located anomalies of varying
interpretive worth, was then studied in conjunction vith all farmer 
known data and plans vere made for the ground follov-up.

The ground reconnaissance investigations of 36 of 
the 82 anomalies, using a portable B.M. unit, carried out from Jane 
17th, 1966, to August 13th, 1966, resulted in the staking of 6k 
unpatented mining claims in six claim groups.

Picket line grids at 400 ft. intervale for control 
of detailed ground geophysical surveys vere then cut over the six 
claim groups during the period November 23rd, 1966 to December 2nd, 1966.

* S
On June 13th, 1967, detailed ground geophysics of the 

six claim groups using a Sheridan-Xelk Dual-Frequency Nagniphase and 
either a McPhnr M TOO or a Sharpe MF-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer was 
started. This programme was completed in the field on February 19th, 
1967, when all tit^ claim groups had teen surveyed in their entirely.
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In addition, seven further claims were staked 
bringing the total number of claims held to date in the Pickle 
lake area to 71*

LOCATION ASP ACCESS

The six e lain groupe covered by the detailed geo 
physical surveys are located in the Pickle Lake Area, Patricia 
Mining Division, Ontario, lie from ten to twenty miles to the 
south from the village of Pickle lake.

Pickle Lake, lying at 9O0 15' W. long, and 51O 30' 
lat., is readily reached by automobile or truck. Access is by 
Highway 599, a gravel road which goes north from Ignace, a town 
on the main Trans-Canada Bighvay one hundred and sixty miles -vest 
of Port Arthur, Ontario, the distance from Ignace to Pickle Lake 
is 190 miles.

The nearest railway point is the village of Savant 
Lake, a station on the main C.H.R. line. Savant Lake Iles HO miles 
south of Pickle Lake on Highway 599.

Two of the font* groups can be readily reached from 
the road, while the other four must be reached by aircraft* There 
are three different air services located at Pickle Lake.

WCRK DCHB

The six claim groups held by Horth American Ventures 
in the area were surveyed in detail by ground electromagnetic and 
magnetic methods using pre-cut picket lines at kQO ft. centers 
for control. The instruments used were:

(a) The Sheridan-Kelk Dual Frequency - Magnipbase Blectro-
 agnetic Instrument. - A highly sensitive portable 

instrument designed for the rapid location of airborne Indicated 
electromagnetic anomalies and for reconnaissance and detailed. 
electromagnetic prospecting of areas of shallow and medium overburden.

Principles of Operation of the Magniphase Ifait

The Dual -Frequency Electromagnetic Survey Bhit consists 
of a transmitter and a receiver unit that is traversed In line normal 
to the geological strike of the suspected conductor. When no 
conductor is present in the lunediate vicinity of the Instrument the 
electromagnetic field present at the receiver will be only the field 
transmitted by the transmitter unit. This field is referred to as the 
"normal" field and is represented by a "normal" reading being taken 
by the instrument.
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If a conductor la present in the vicinity of the 
instrument, the electromagnetic fieTid at the receiver station will 
he composed of the normal field from the transmitter ead the 
anomalous field arising fro* eddy current* In the conductor. 
This resultant field will differ In Magnitude and/or phase frc* 
the normal field and this difference vlll he registered by the 
instrument.

The Dual-Frequency Magnipnanft permits efficient 
operation at either 800 or 2,400 c.p.a. The lower frequency should 
be used for larger massive targets while the higher frequency 
should be used for small, poorly conducting shallov targets.

(b) McPbar M-TOO Magnetometer and Sharpe IT-1 Fluxgate
Magnetometer - Four claim groups (l through * InclnsiTe) 

were surveyed using a McPhar It-TOO Magnetometer and two claim, groups 
(5 and 6) vere covered by a Sharpe MT-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer. This 
was due to instrument failure just as the survey vaa starting. The 
brief description following is of the McPhar instrument; the two 
instruments are, however, quite sisdlar.

The McPhar M-TOO Magnetometer is a vertical field 
fluxgate magnetometer featuring ruggedness and stability. The 
instrument is self-levelling and a self-nulling circuit permits rapid 
accurate measurement of the earth's Magnetic field from a meter, 
without adjustaents or calculations.

The self-levelling feature of this electronic Magneto 
meter eliminates the need for bulky tripods and tlr* ccosuming 
fine levelling procedures. Further, the instrument Is relatively 
Insensitive to orientation. Since the instrument can be adjusted 
electronically to cancel vertical Magnetic fields froai pins 100,000 
gaonas to Minus 100,000 gammas, there is no need for auxiliary 
magnets or complicated latitude aujustawnts.

The operation of the M-TOO Magnetcneter is very simple. 
The reading of the meter was set to 300 gammas at the chosen base 
station. This can be done to an accuracy of 5 gammas. As successive 
stations are occupied, the instrument is held roughly level, and 
the increase or decrease in the vertical component of the earth's 
magnetic field is read directly from the meter. Five ranges are 
available and on the most sensitive range the accuracy Is * 5 gammas. 
The above ranges can be reversed in polarity as a simple function of 
the on-off switch. A ten revolution precision potientlometer permits 
cancelling the earth'c field up to * 100,000 gammas. The control 
bus a positive locking lever removing hazard of accidentially dislodging 
tb* setting.
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Slectrosagnetlc Borvey

The electrcasgnetic surrey esplojrsd the Sheridan* 
Kelk Dual-Frequency Magaiphase electrcaagaetic Instraseat operated 
In the horizontal coil configuration with a transsdtter-rerelver 
separation of 200 ft. the instrument vhleh has en output of 1.5 
vatte nay be operated at either 800 or 2,feOO cycles per second. 
In general, readings of the amplitude and phase of the resultant 
field at the high frequency (2,fcOO c.p.s.) were recorded at station 
intervals of 100 feet. In anomalous areas the station Interval 
vas reduced to 50 ft. and readings at bcr ^ high and lev frequencies 
(800 c.p.s.) vere recorded.

Plotted on the aocaspanying naps at the scale of 
l inch w 200 ft. are profiles of the high frequency phase and 
amplitude. The scale of the phase profiles equals 100 units (250) 
to the Inch, and of the amplitude profiles equals 100 units (300) 
to the inch. When significant conductors are located the lev 
frequency phase is also plotted.

Conductivity Detersdnatlons

The ratio "B" (shewn on the accoaqpanying aeps) refers 
to the ratio of the high frequency amplitude response to the high 
frequency phase response. When significant conductor* are detected 
the ratio is plotted beside tbs conductor. In general, the ratio 
increases as the conductivity of the detected conductor increases 
and a ratio greater than 1.5 is considered to represent a good 
conductor, 0.8 to 1.5 s, moderate conductor, and lass than 0.8 a 
poor conductor.

The ratio "r" is the ratio of the lev frequency phase 
response to the high frequency phase response. A ratio of 0.8 or 
higher is considered to represent a good conductor, 0.5 to 0.7 a 
moderate conductor and less than 0.5 a poor conductor. These ratios 
are not shown although they have been vorked out and used in the 
interpretive study of the survey results.

Bar representations of the conductors are also shown 
on the naps to indicate the grade of the conductor, i.e. good-^cJJJ, 
moderate -hatched and t*aor-Qpen. with the vL&h. of the bars being 
the approximate interpreted vidth of the conductive cones. 
The orientation of the bw indicates its interpreted strike.
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The •agnetcaeter nurvgys avlcQfvd either a NcFhar 
K-700 or a Sharpe MP-1 BB&etcBeter vith a MDBitlvl^r in the 
rangs of * 5 gMM. She aagnetic respcneea, as plotted on the 
acccopeoying aap, are corrected for diurnal Tarlatioos aad are 
contoured at ea appropriate interval.

vere taken generally at 100 ft. intervale 
vith ^0 ft. stations in ancnalooa areas.

On the nagnetic upe again are also ahoun the 
representation of the 3M, conductors vith their approziaate 
location, width end interpreted conductivity.

DISCU3SIOJ OJ* RESOUBB

The interpretation of the geophysical survey results 
is here presented *by claim groups.
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Claim Group No l

Consists of 29 contiguous mining claims located in 

the Kawinogans Lake Area (M 2247), Patricia M.D. of 

Ontario and held in the name of Charles C. Boston, 

2001 - 80 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, 

the holder of mining licence A 20149. 

The claim numbers are:

Pa 37715, Pa 37716, Pa 37717, Pa 37718, Pa 37719, 

Pa 37720, Pa 37721, Pa 37722, Pa 37723, Pa 37724, 

Pa 37725, Pa 37726, Pa 37727, Pa 37728, Pa 37729, 

Pa 37730, Pa 37731, Pa 37732, Pa 37733, Pa 37734, 

Pa 37735, Pa 37736, Pa 37737, Pa 37738, Pa 37739, 

Fa 3774C, Pa 3/741, Pa 37742, Pa 37743.
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Group Ho. l (Airborne Anomalies 1.2.3i6 it 25)

There are two major magnetic trendfi or cones and 
two very minor Magnetic cones present on this claim group.

Zone "A* is B strong magnetic flriTBii\' traced for 
8,000 ft. from line 40 SJS. to line 36 S.W., still open to the sooth. 
This trend gradually increases in width frcn approximately 300 ft. 
wide at its northern end to 900 ft. at the southern end.

The aagaatic relief is not tmlfom along strike, 
but breaks down into several local highs. In general, however, the 
magnetic relief increases from north to south, and the greatest 
relief le in the 30.000 gamma range. This zone has a general arcuate 
trend striking N.SOrS. at the north end and nearly due north-south at 
the southern end.

Interpreted faulting and possible accompanying drag 
folding occurs around 6 H.B., O, 17 S.W., 3fc 8.V. along the anomalous 
trend. These interpreted faults would appear to strike nearly east- 
vest. Profiles aade across this cone would indicate the caualtlve 
magnetic body is nearly vertical or dips at extremely high angles 
to the west.

Tbe most significant parts of the anomalies for 
mineralization flJjffltLd.be where the anomalies become erratic, i.e. 
based en the general node of mineralization in the Pickle Lake area
that ore is found where budding or subsequent fracturing of Iron 
Formations has occurred, followed by emplacement of quartz and/or 
sulphide mineralization.

Zone "B* to the west of and roughly parallel to Zone 
"A" extends almost along the full length of the property, from line 
8 N.E. to line ^O 8.W., approximately 10,000 rt. in all.

This trend is not as regular or as strong magnetically 
as is the "A" Zone. Tbe zone can be readily broken into a north and 
south section with small pod-like magnetic anomalies lying between
them.

The north section from 3 S.W. to 35 S.W. and approx 
imately 3,400 ft. in length by 200 ft. to 300 ft. in width strikes 
approximately 17.20*^. The nagaetice here are quite regular with a 
mxrfinya magnetic relief In the order of 7,000 gamnas. Interpreted 
faulting peases through this zone at 3 S.V. end 29 S.W.
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Magnetic profiles la tfala area would Indicate the 
causitive body dips steeply to the voet.

The south section froa 6k S.W. to 80 S. W. sad 
approximately 2,600 ft. in length by a asxiaun of 1,000 ft. in 
width, swings sharply to the southeast. Die curving of the 
encsaiy to the southeast and the abrupt vi dining of the zone war 
be accounted for by faulting, drag folding end possibly flattening 
out of the dip (i.e. Infolded Iron Formation as it approaches 
the nose of a fold).

The
the order of 15,000 gasaas

magnetic relief in this section is in

Zone *C* is a narrow, 1,400 ft., long dipolar
extending fron line 46 S.W. to line 60 S.W. 
IB in the order of 1,000

The magnetic relief

Zone "D" consists of a series of snail leney anomalies 
on strike with one another. They extend from line 16 B.W. to line 
6U S.W. along the western boundary of the property. Ho special 
significance le given to tbeoe anomalies, which have oagnetic 
reliefs of 500 to 2,500 gaanaa.

The electromagnetic survey of Claln Group Ho. l
indicated seven conductive zones of varying interpretive significance. 
These zones are not here discussed in order of their relative priority
but rather in locations! sequence.

Conductor BO. is a long, relatively narrow"formational" 
type conductor of moderate to good conductivity. It is intimately 
associated with the aforementioned magnetic Zone "A". '

It has an indicated length of 8,400 ft. being traced 
from 250 ft. W. line U H.E. to 1,900 ft. E. line 36 N.B. and an 
average interpreted width in the order of 20 ft. to 30 ft. Proa the 
E.M. profiles thsre is possibly a split into two narrow bends on 
lir.9E 8 S.W., 12 S.W., and 16S.W.

The best indicated portion of this conductor lies 
b3tvsen lines 12 K.3. and 6 S.W., having a length of 1,800 ft. and 
ta interpreted average vidth of 35 ft.

A short racfccncJi drill hole into this ancoaly last 
cuasrsr r.hcnred thin bsnds of sulyhids as?oci2,'iod -jith a veak, banded
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Conductor SK2 is also a narrow, *foraational" 
type conductor of ooderate to poor conductivity except at ita 
top or northern end where it IB of good conductivity.

It parallels Conductor 80. for its full length, 
lying on the vest flank of magnetic Zone "A".

It has a traceable length of 7,600 ft. from feOO 
ft. W. line 36 H.E. to 1,300 ft. E. line 36 S.W. From line k H.B. 
south it apparently spligs into two narrow, parallel zones. It 
is harder here to determine vidths due to the interaction of the 
closely spaced parallel conductors. However, they would generally 
appear to bs in the order of 10 ft. to 20 ft.

Conductive Zone 3*3 extends nearly the full length 
of the property and is intinately associated with nagnetic Zone 
"B". Bcvsver, due to the disjointed nature of this trend it is 
divided Into the following four segments, for discussion:

Conductor BQA is traced from 1,000 ft. W. line 20 B.S. 
to 1,000 ft. W. line 8 U.K., a length of 1,200 ft. with 
an interpreted width of 10 ft. to 15 ft. It is of good 
conductivity.

There are only very minor lensy magnetics associated with 
this conductor.

Conductor EM3B is a reasonably long, "foraational" type 
conductor of good conductivity. It is intiaately 
aesociately with the northern portion of nagnetic Zone 
"B". This zone has a length of 2,600 ft. fro* 1,100 
ft. W. to O to 800 ft. W. l*w 2fc S.W. with en 
interpreted average width of 50 ft.

This conductive zone would appear to be the best one 
encountered in the survey of Claim Group 06. l, but 
would have to be tested by drilling in the winter, as it 
lies under a lake.

Conductor EM3C is a long, narrow, "fonnational" type 
sciiiuctor or conductors cf moderate to good conductivity. 
It has a length of 4,200 ft. extending from 400 ft. W. 
line 23 S.W. to 300 ft. E. line S.W. It would appear 
to split into two closely spaced, parallel, conductive 
bcxlies at line kb S.W. that continue to the south. Widths 
h2i-s ave believed to bs rarrow, in tiie order of 15.ft. to
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This conductive zone is associated with the central 
portion of magnetic Zone "B" with only erratic 
magnetic expression.

Conductor UC3D lies on xfae south flank of the large 
distortion in the magnetics (faulted and drag folded) 
at the south end of magnetic Zone "B". It is traceabli 
from TOO ft. B. line 72 S.V. to 2,250 ft. 2. lice 80 
S.W., a length of 2,200 ft. vith an interpreted width 
of 70 ft. Hovever, as off-scale amplitude readings 
occur here, it is not -possible to determine if there 
is just a single conductor or two narrower, parallel 
conductors. This conductor is of moderate to good 
conductivity.

A packsack drill hole into this conductor showed 
sulphide mineralization (pyrite and pyrrhotite) in 
a silicified rock.

Conductor aft is a relatively narrow (10 ft. to 20 ft.) 
1.600 ft. long conductor of good conductivity extending from 1,650 
ft. W. line 165 W. to 1,850 ft. W. line 32 S.W. There are only minor 
magnetics associated with the conductor (Zone "D").

Conduct' r EM5 though of good conductivity, is relatively 
short but is of bette. than average width (500 ft. by kO ft.). It 
occurs on the west flank of magnetic Zone "B" north end, at the south 
end of Conductor EM3B. It is intersected on two lines, 900 ft. V. 
line 28 S.W. and 850 ft. W. line 32 S.W.

Conductor IMS is intimately associated with the small 
magnetic dipole anomaly (Anomaly C). It is apparently 1,8CO ft. 
long being intersected from 1,000 ft. W. line k8 S.W. to 750 ft. W. 
line 6k S.W. It appears to be relatively narrow, the Interpreted 
width being in the order of 10 ft. to 20 ft., but is of good to 
moderate conductivity.

Conductor BM7 though of good conductivity is not very 
large being approximately 1,000 ft. by 20 ft. It extends from 1,800 
ft. W. line 52~6.W. to 1,550 ft. W. line 60 S.W. with possible 
extension for 800 ft. further to the south.

Re comaendat ions

From the interpretation of the geophysical surveys 
curried out over Claim Grcup No. l, it is apparent that some disaond 
drilling should be carried out to test the conductors located in the 
crea.
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This proposed drill progranne would consist of at 
least six holes, appmociJBately located as follows:

(1) To test Conductor SQB in the vicinity 
of 900 ft. W. line 20 B.W. it being 
here that the Magnetic high along the 
conductor is located.

(2) To test Conductor BO. and 932 in the 
vicinity of 150 rt. E. line 8 H.E., 
there being an interpreted fault in 
this

(3) To test Conductor 9ft in the vicinity 
of 1,700 rt. V. line 20 8.W., being one 
of the better intersections along 
this anomalous trend.

(k) To test Conductor QQD in the vicinity 
of 1,100 rt. B. line 76 B.W.

(5) To test Conductor B*5 in the vicinity 
of 850 rt. W. line 56 B.W.

(6) To test Conductor BIJ In the vicinity 
of 850 rt. W. line 32 8.V.

Proposed Depth 

300 rt. 

500 rt.

300 rt. 

300 rt. 

300 rt. 

300 rt.

2,000 rt.

Additional diamond flyiiiing would depend upon the 
results encountered in this preliminary drilling.
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Group Bo 2

Consists of fc contiguous Mining claims located In

the Kapkichi lake Azva (N22)i6), Patricia M.D. of

Cntario and bald in the nave of Charles C. Boston,

2001 - 80 Bicbamd Street West, Toronto, Ontario,

the bolder of lining licence A 201*9.

Die claim nxmber* are:

Fa 38027, Pa3S028, Pa38029, * PA 38030
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Plain Croup 10. 2 (Airborne Anomaly 12)

Sane alnor rock outcropping* were sated on the 
claim group. On line k B. between 200 ft. and *00 ft. V. then 
vere outcrops of greenstone (andesite) striking B.fe^OE. South of 
tola volcanic horizon, on the shore of Viobabika lake, there occurs 
outcrops of grey, Bedim to coarse grained granite.

Tbere are three magnetic anc'^Ious zones striking 
between H.5OQE. and B.6QOE. Profile! aaoe ^cross these zones vould 
indicate the causitive •agnetic bodies are vertical or dip at high 
angles to the northwest.

Zone "T* is a very narrow, 800 ft. to 1,000 ft. long, 
anomaly indicated at 200 ft. B. line 2fc E. and fcDO ft. V. line 28 S. 
It has a magnetic relief in the order of 1,000 gwems. Ibis *n""*^ly 
is located at or very near the volcanic-granite contact.

Zone y is a second, lens-like aagnetic annaaly, 
approximately 1,000 ft. long, and narrow. It vas ind.'' j&ed at 
300 ft. B. lira- 20 E. and 850 ft. B. line 2k E. It has a lover 
nagretlc relief than Zone "E" in the order of TOO to 8on

Zone "Q* extends across the northwest corner of the 
claia group from 2,400 ft. B. line 20 E. to 500 ft. B. line O. This 
anomalous trend has a aagnetic relief in the order of li,000 to 5,000 
geonas. It is interpreted as having been offset tvice by faults, 
striking approximately 8.50OE. to

There are three electromagnetic conductors indicated 
by the survey of the claia group aA they are intiaately associated 
vith the three aforementioned •agnetic zones.

Conductor EMS is indicated on two lines, 100 ft. B. 
line 2k B. and kOO ft. B. Itnrt 28 E. and is associated vith magnetic 
Zore "E".

It would be in the order oi'dG^rt. long, but is
extremely narrow, the interpreted vldth being * 10 ft. Tb t conductor 
varies from poor to good in conductivity.
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Conductor EK9 is intimately associated vith 
magnetic Zone T", being indicated st 500 ft. H. line 20 B. and 
850 ft. H. line 2* B. It has an Interpreted vidth of * 25 ft. 
and a length of 1,000 ft. It la rated aa aoderate in conductivity.

Conductor BOO ia associated with magnetic Zone "O", 
though no electromagnetic conductors vere indicated vith the northern 
portion of this magnetic anomalous trend, but the B.M. readlnga on 
line 20 B. vere probably not taken far enough north due to a high 
"noise" factor from the poverline. This conductor is Indicated at 
1,1*50 ft. B. line 12 E. and 1,250 ft. H. 11 ne 8 E. f or a length of 
1,000 ft. vith an interpreted width of 20 ft. There is a probable 
extension to the southwest at 900 ft. H. line k B. and 550 ft. X. 
line O; however, this extension is extremely narrow.

All four Intercepts of this conductor indicate a 
poor conductivity.

Froo the interpretation of the geophysical surveys 
carried out over Claim Group lo. 2, it is felt that only one of the 
three conductors encountered here is worthy of further investigation 
by diamond drilling; this being Conductor EM?.

This proposed drill programme would consist Initially 
of one hole approximately located as follows:

Proposed Depth

(1) To test Conductor EN9 in the
vicinity of 500 ft. I. line 20 B. 300 ft.



dais Cbroqp lo 3

Consists Of \ GOntlgmMI •*^^*^g Cl&lMS

tte tafe fepid* I*k* AIM (H 2259). Mbrieia MJ), 

of Qrtorio, Md teld la tte MM of CbnrlM C,

bolter of Klmliic HOMO* A 201*9:

tb* elaia •oHkov ae*:

F* 3775^, P* 5T75T, P* 3T758f * P* 37759
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Clnita lirorvm Up. 5 (Mrjorna ccoly

GoverxBBsnt *j*T***?**gT**y*f^ ft caps shov K gonsral. northeast 
G structure to the sooth of Cl&iz Group Bo. 3, vitli e local 
cot! ea eseociaxee oasnstic higii, oriented aorta-sooth ucaer 

Group Ho. 3-

The detailed ground nagnetooieter eurvay shoved the 
local tacgae*tic ps^tern to be lensy aad erratic vitL several •aa*\'l 
dipolar BnonnliGE ranging in Bsegnstic intensity reliefs frox 1,500 
to c,, OX) gezanas. Dipe of these magnetic bociec are believed to be 
very ne^vr vertical. Taia pettem is interpreted as being due to 
either:

i, e.) e. K.35QB. aagaetic trend brofcsn by a series of 
parallel faults striking K.TO^S. to fl.8oos., or

(b) c. series of rouga^v parallel, 5.7QOE. striding
magmatic aaosalias coctroHed bj- regional folding.

There are three E. H. conductors 1^*****-*^ in the
g^ctron?agnetic sux-vey of this c lain group.

Conductor fHli is indicated on one line only TOO ft. 
R. line k, and ie of eoderate conductivity. The interpreted vidth 
here is in t ha order of 20 ft. It is associated vith a ninor nagnetic 
cuooaXv vith a magnetic intensity relief of eroucd 9^0 gaaaaas.

Conductor BCL2. Tlois conductor vac intersected at the 
intersection of line 6 end the base line. It is of good conductivity 
acd has an interpreted vidth of 25 ft. Though this conductor was 
only intercepted on the one line, last sumoer's reconnaissance lines 
vovld indicate it to have a length of approximately TOO ft.

The airborne indication of this anozaly, aero-electro 
magnetic anocaly 53, vas dee&sd by the airborne contractors as the 

likely anoealy encountered for possible oulploide rineralitation.

The trace of this conductor has no definite Tragnetic
esprenoica.

Coauuetor gH12 ie traceable for apprcxicRtely 1,000 ft. 
fivs 250 ft. S. line V to TOO ft. S. line 12, but is interpreted as 
bcin- -vJ.te nrorov *, 10 ft. end is of extremely poor conductivity.

It is associated ^rith c. rdnor, lenoy magnetic trend.
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ReCCTU W f KJSt JOBS

Proa the Interpretation of the geophysical 
carried otrt over Claim Qroup Bo. 3* it is felt that c*1y one of 
the three indiceted conductors encountered here Is worthy of further 
investigation by AliBBond drilling, this being Conductor BQ2.

The proposed drill prngisienj vould consist initially 
of one hole approxinately located as follovs:

(1) To teat Conductor EM12 in the
vicinity of the base line, line 8

Proposed Depth

300 ft.
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Claim Group Ho U

Consists of 13 contiguous mining claims located in the

Rat Rapids Area(M2259), Patricia M.D. of Ontario, and

held in the name of Charles C. Ruston, 2001 -

80 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, the holder

of mining licence A 201^9.

The claim numbers are:

Pa 37752, Pa 37753, Pa 37751*, Pa 37755, Pa 37760,

Pa 37761, Pa 37762, Pa 37763, Pa 3776U, Pa 37765,

Pa 37766, Pa 37767, Pa 37768.

..-.m* '

'
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Claim Group lo. k (Airborne Anomaly 62)

There are two mn1n anomalous magnetic 
by the ground magnetometer survey.

Zone "H", lying at the extreme northwest corner of the 
claim group. Tbe trend can be traced for 2,fcOO ft. from 2,400 ft. V. 
line 20 V. to 600 ft. X. Una * W., and has anomalous magnetic readings 
of up to 500 ft. in width. The strike of tbe cone is S.oOOg. and from 
profiles made across the anomaly tbe dip is believed to be near vertical. 
The magnetic intensity relief is quite high at the northwest end (off 
scale) and decreases along strike to the southeast. The Bnrssilnin 
magnetic pettern is fairly constant vith possibly minor faulting indi - 
cated at the southeast end.

Zone "I* is a long, arcuate magnetic anomalous trend 
vbich is traced for 6,300 ft. across tbe full length of the property 
from 900 ft. I. line 20 W. to 4,100 8. "H"? 44 B. For discussion it 
is more readily broken down into two sections:

West Section - extending from 900 ft. H. line 20 V. 
to 2,000 S. line SB., the anomalous trend is composed 
of four erratic pods of relatively high magnetic 
intensity relief (up to 30,000 gamma) roughly striking 
8.1*509., vith near vertical dips. Outcrops of banded, 
weak Iron Formation in the vicinity of 1,100 ft. S. 
line k W. would indicate that these magnetic anomalies 
are doe to Iron Formation. Tbe pattern is Interpreted 
as being due to either:

(a) a H.6QOW. magnetic trend broken by a series 
of nearly parallel faults striking I.80OB. or,

(b) to be caused by a pinching and swelling effect 
of tbe Iron Formation within tbe enclosing 
greenstone belt.

East Section - extending for b,000 ft. from 2,300 ft. 
S. Hire o* B. to 4,100 S. linn 44 S., where it continues 
beyond the end of the staked ground. This narrow S.SOOE. 
striking magnetic trend is relatively uniform and uncom 
plicated, with a mrlnmm intensity relief of 40,000
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There are two E.N. conductor! 
elect r cist QIC tlc survey of this dais group.

indicated In the

Conductor BQ^ la "negative" of poor conductivity, 
intioately associated vlth the extremely high nagnetics at the 
northwest end of aagnetic Zone "H*. This conductor l* believed to 
be entirely due to monetite. f

S
Conductor EM15 la basically one long "foraatlonal" 

type conductor, sooevbat disjointed at Its western end due to 
Interpreted faulting. It can be traced along the entire length of 
the claim group from 300 ft. V. Una 16 V. to k,25Q ft. S. Hoe 
Mf E. It is a relatively narrow conductor vlth Interpreted vldtha 
in the order of 15 ft. to 25 ft. and has vainly poor to aoderate 
conductivity except for a 1,^00 ft. section from 3*350 ft. 8. Una 
Sk E. to 3*950 ft. 8. line 36 E. It parallels and flanks quite 
closely on the south side, magnetic Zinc "I".

A packsack drill hole in the vicinity of 1,250 rt. 8. 
line k V. gave pyrite and pyrrhotite Mineralization vlth the vary 
odd speck of chalcopyrite In a highly silicified hornblende gneiss.

Recoamendationa

Ho diaacod drilling Is recoanended for the clala 
group at this tine. If diamond drilling of the nore favourable 
claim groups in the area is encouraging, then this group could 
possibly be exaained by diamond drilling.
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Claim Group No 5

Consists of k contiguous mining claims located in

the Rat Rapids Area (M 2259) Patricia M.D. of

Ontario, and held In the name of Charles C. Huston,

2001 - 80 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario,

the holder of mining licence A 201^9.

The claim numbers are:

Pa 38023, Pa 3802U, Pa 38025, * Pa 38026

'•'.tt-1m

m^K:,l:
.-.-. .-^Yi-;;-?iS
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Claim Group Bo. 5 (Airborne Ax

The detailed ground magnetic survey ihmroA the local 
magnetic pattern to be quite erratic and broken into three distinct 
tones.

Zone *J* is located in the northeast corner of the 
claim group. It is a fairly regular, Unosr •nnm'ljr apparently 
delimited at the northwest end but still open on strike to the south- 
east. This trend can be traced for 1,000 ft. over the claim group 
being indicated at 750 ft. B. line 20 E. and 2^0 ft. B. line Sk B. 
The magnetic Intensity relief is in the order of 2,300 gammas.

Zone *K* Is a lens-like, magneti aly occurring 
and 15 B. The

J

at or Just south of the base line between lines 12 S. 
maximum magnetic Intensity relief is 3,200 gammas.

Zone "L* appears to be the folded northeastern end 
of a southwest striking magnetic linear. This anomalous cone is 
indicated at the southern end of lines k B. and 8 B. The maximum 
magnetic intensity is in the order of 800 gammas.

The erratic and discontinuous nature of the magnetics 
is interpreted as being due to at least two B.TOOtf. striking faults 
cross-cutting a folded series of rocks.

There are two electromagnetic conductors indicated in 
the survey of Claim Group No.5*

Conductor BOfi, indicated on two lines, 50 ft. B. line 
12 B. and 200 ft. 8. line 16 B. and though it lies on the south side 
of magnetic Zone "K", it is not believed to be correlated with the 
magnetics. It is of good conductivity but is small being Interpreted 
as 600 ft. by ̂  25 ft. The strike of the conductor would appear to 
nearly parallel that of the interpreted fault.

Conductor BUT i* intercepted on two lines, 500 ft. 8. 
line 8 E. and 850 ft. S. line k E. and it would appear as if it would 
be found just south of the end of line O. (A summer reconnaissance 
E.M. traverse in this area indicated a conductor).

This conductor can be traced for 1,000 ft. and is open 
to the southwest. The interpreted width is * 25 ft* and conductivity 
Indicated ranges from poor to good. ~~
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fiecoBKendstions

Vrm the interpretation of the geophysical •unsays 
carried oat over Claim droop Bo. 5 it is felt that the two
encountered here ore worthy of further investigation by dianond 
drilling.

The proposed drill progranae vould consist of two 
boles approodjiately located as follovs:

Proposed Depth

(1) To test Conductor HQ6 in the
Yicinity of 250 ft. S. line 16 B. 250 ft.

(2) To test Conductor BO? in the
vicinity of 850 ft. S. line k Z. 250 ft.

500 ft.

At least three additional claims should be staked to 
the southwest before the drilling programme is comenced.'J



Claim Group No 6

Consists of 10 contiguous mining claims

located in the Rat Rapids Area (M 2259) Patricia M.D.

of Ontario, and held in the name of Charles C. Ruston

2001 - 80 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Or.carlo,

the holder of mining licence A 201U9.

The claim numbers are:

Pa 37705, Pa 37706, Pa 37707, Pa 37708, Pa 37709,

Pa 37710, Pa 37711. Pa 37712, Pa 37713 ^ Pa 37711*

- •Sif^'*v
1 .^f^-t ;-*

:'-,^' ^..•.••^ y : .-.t-j f^ji.v*;'j^''c •^ n^y^-^r^^y^^:^
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Claim Croup Bo. 6 (Airborne Anoaajy 82)

She detailed ground magnetic survey showed two, 
fairly strong, linear magnetic trends, roughly parallel crossing 
the claim group fro* northeast to southwest.

Zone 11* extends approximately 5,500 rt- fro* 
55O ft. R. Una o" to 1,100 ft. S. line 60 at a strike of 8.50W. 
Thie trend can be readily broken into four individual sections:

M-l -

H*

is traced for 2,600 ft. on strike froa 550 ft. 
R. line 8 to too ft. S. line 32- This trend 
baa been segmented into three parts by two 
interpreted faults crossing the structure at 
approximately s.TOOE. in the vicinity of 650 ft. 
H. line 12 and 350 ft. H. line 20. The Magnetic 
pattern along this trend is relatively unif oro 
with magnetic intensity reliefs ranging froa 
2,700 to H,500 gammas. Trend M-l lies Just to 
the south of an interpreted fault striking

vhich crosses the base line near line 28.

ilous trend lies onMj-2 - this narrow magnetic
the north side of the interpreted fault and 
roughly parallels M-l. It is traced for 2,000 
rt. from 2,900 rt. on the base line to fc?0 ft. 
8. on line *td. There appears to be two peaks 
of magnetic intensity along this anomalous 
trend at "H"* 33 (8,200 ganaas relief) and 
line kO (5f 5OO gaonas relief).

M-4 -

lies approxiBfttely 300 rt. north of and paral 
lels M-2. It is traced for 2,1*00 rt. froa 
250 rt. R. line 28 to 250 rt. S. line Md. This 
narrow anomalous trend is relatively strong 
(3,000 ganaas relief) at its eastern end but 
dies out as it is traced to the west.

is an isolated nagnetlc pod at the western end 
of Zone "M". It has a magnetic intensity relief 
in the order of 1,500 gaotnas.

Zone___"R" is an arcuate magnetic anomalous trend lying 
the southeast side of the claim group. It can be traced for
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5,000 ft. from 200 ft. I. lias O to 1,*50 ft. 3. line 18. There 
is a gap in the central part of this tread doe to no magnstaiTter 
traverses being run here.

'J

N-l - the eastern portion of the """""Oy strikes at 
roughly H.30OB. bat there la minor flexure in 
it, this being attributed to the two inter 
preted H.700W. striking fault*. The Magnetic 
pattern is fairly uniform.

H-2 - the western portion of the zone is divided
into two parallel magnetic highs approxlaately 
150 ft. to 200 ft. apart. This portion of the 
zone strikes at approximately H.oJOB. The 
magnetic pattern here appears to be relatively 
uniform and uncomplicated with no interpretation 
of folding and/or faulting and consequential 
fracturing. The mrrlnnrn magnetic intensity 
relief is in the order of 29,000 gsamas so the 
trend is assumed to be associated with iron 
formation .

Then are eight electromagnetic conductors or 
conductive zones Indicated in the survey of Claim Group BO. 6.

Conductor EKUB is indicated on one line only,
750 ft. H. line O. This intercept does not appear to fall in line 
vlth any of the other anomalous Indications. Although it is of 
good conductivity it is Interpreted as being quite narrow * 10 ft. 
There are no anomalous magnetics associated with this conductor.

*'

Conductor BOL9 is indicated on two lines, 1,*50 rt. 
B. line 6 and 1,100 ft. M. Hw 12. It is in the order of 600 ft. 
by 15 ft. and of good conductivity.

Conductor EM20 is a "formational11 type conductor 
intimately associated with magnetic Zone N-l. It can be traced 
for 2,600 ft. from 900 ft. R. line k to 250 ft. 8. Him 28, although 
it is likely disjointed along this strike length by faulting. The 
interpreted width ranges from 20 ft. to 50 ft., the difficulty 
encountered here being the presence of the interpreted faults and 
the influence of other closely spaced conductors. The conductivity 
of this conductor is rated as good.
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Conductor Bd la "foroational* type Intimately 
associated vith magnetic Zone M-2. It is traced for 2,000 ft. from 
O ft. line 28 to 500 ft. 8. line W.

This conductor la rated aa moderate to good in
conductivity but would appear to be relatively narrow, i.e. * 15 ft., 
however, vidth determinations are not readily detendnable due to 
the influence of other nearby conductors.

A short packsack hole approximately located at 
3,100 ft. on the base line drilled into this conductor encountered 
pyrite-pyrrhotite mineralization vith minor sphalerite (Zn 0.730) 
and chalcopyrite (Cu 0.220).

Conductor BC2 is "formational" type intimately 
associated vith magnetic Zone M-3. It is traced for 1,300 ft. from 
250 ft. H. line 28 to 100 ft. S. line to.

This conductor is rated as moderate to good in con 
ductivity but would appear to be quite narrow, i.e. ± 10 ft.

Conductor 3C23 is associated vith magnetic Zona M-4.
J) It can be traced for 1,000 ft. from TOO ft. S. line 52 to 1,1OO ft. 

S. line 60 and is open on strike to the southwest. This conductor 
Is rated as poor to moderate in conductivity and is interpreted as 
being * 15 ft. in vidth.

Conductor EM2b is a very narrow one, 10 ft., of poor 
conductivity. It is associated vith the north band of magnetic 
Zone H-2. It can be traced for 1,600 ft. from 1,100 ft. 8. liae 2*t 
to 1,300 ft. S. line to.

Conductor EM25 is indicated on one line only, 950 ft. 
H. line 28. This conductor has an interpreted vidth of 30 ft. and is 
graded as poor in

itions

?ron the interpretations of the geophysical surveys 
carried out over Claim Croup Bo. 6, it is felt that three of the eight 
cond'ictors encountered here are worthy of further first investigations 
by dleioond drilling.

The proposed drill programme would consist of four holes 
approximately located as follows:
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'J

(1) To test Conductor BCD la tbt 
vicinity of 350 n. I. line 16.

(2) To test Conductor SCO in the 
vicinity of 250 ft. H. lias 20, 
where a fault i* Interpreted to 
have crossed.

(3) To test Conductor EX21 and Conductor 
EM22 In the vicinity of 150 ft. B. 
line 32-

00 To terrt Conductor SCO and possibly 
Conductor BC21 and the intervening 
interpreted fault in the vicinity of 
130 ft. 9. line 2k.

Proposed Pspth 

250 ft.

250 n. 

500 ft.

500 ft.
1,500 ft.

Three to five additional claias should be staked to 
the southwest before the proposed drilling progreane is commenced.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

c. c. mereu *, ASSOCIATES.

JT. Firth, P. Ibg.

C. C. Huston, P. Eog.



THE MINING ACT

Assessment Work Credits

Name: C.C. HUSTON /MD ASSOCIATES

Township or Area:
PICKLE LAKE AREA

Number of Assessment work days per claim:

Geophysical
S.3 Magnetometer 

13.1 Electromagnetic

Mining Claims:

Geological N11

Geochemical N11

PA 37715 to 37743 Inclusive
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File:

.

63.21M

THE MINING ACT

Assessment Work Credits

Name: C.C. HUSTOH AND ASSOCIATES

Township or Area; PICKLE LAKE AREA

Number of Assessment work days per claim:

Geophysical
8.75 Magnetoneter 

20.5 Electromagnetic

Mining Claims:

Geological Mil

Geochemical Nil

PA 38027 to 38030 Inclusive
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File:

THE MINING "ACT

Assessment Work Credits

C.C. HUSTON AMD ASSOCIATES
Name:

Township or Area; PICKLE LAKE AREA

Number of Assessment work days per claim:

Geophysical

Mining Claims:

7 Magnetometer
16 Electromagnetic Geological N11

Geochemical

PA 37756 to 37759 Inclusive
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File:

THE MINING ACT

Assessment Work Credits

C.C. HUSTON l ASSOCIATES

..'Vi' . j-

Township or Area; LAKE AREA

Number of Assessment work days per claim:

Geophysical

Mining Claims:

5 Magnetometer 
-l2JL-Electronagnet1c Geological^ 

Geochemical

PA 37752 to 37755 Inclusive 

PA 37760 to 37768 Inclusive

•s*-,



File:
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MIlfiNG ACT J;

Assessment Work Credits

Name: C.C. HUSTON AKD ASSOCIATES

Township or Area: PICKLE LAKE AREA

Number of Assessment work days per claim:

Geophysical

Mining Claims:

6 Nagnttowter 
16 Electromagnetic Geological Nil

Geochemical N11

PA 38023 t.o 38026 Inclusive



File: 63.2156

THE, MINING ACT'

Assessment Work Credits

Name: C.C. HUSTON t ASSOCIATES

Township or Area: PICKLE LAKE AREA

Number of Assessment work days per claim:

Geophysical
7 MagnttoMttr 

15.8 EIectronagnetle

Mining Claims:

Geological Nil

Geochemical Nil

PA 37705 to 37714 Inclusive
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MF-1 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER ^/*-iT,"tfg

' r

A first order fluxgate type vertical 

ponent magnetometer. Advanced transis 

torized circuitry and extensive temperature 

compensation is the core of its accuracy 
comparable to precision tripod mounted 

Schmidt type magnetometers.

It is a hand held instrument and needs 

only coarse levelling and no orientation. 

Features such as direct reading of gamma 

values and the possibility of accurate zero 

setting at base stations ensure simplicity 

of operation and higher field economy.

The Model MF-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer is designed for accurate ground surveys in the mining industry as well as a basic 
component for air surveying by small aircraft Technical data and comparison charts available on request

SPECIFICATIONS
"•V

MAXiUUM SENSITIVITY: 

KEAOABHITY, 

RAKGU. (FUU SCALE

20 (imom (pir utla dtvltfon) on 1000
ranei-
S iramat C,i tcati division oo 1000

MAXIMUM RANGE:' 100,000 pmratt
LATITUDE ADJUSTMENT RANGES. -- 10,000 to 75,000 jarana, Northern fceaisphvi . :.,'J

•- ,. '..''"••••' conwrtJbl*td , -.••'•-'.H

, - . 1,000 pmtnu
1 3,000 (moat

r - . : 10,000 i
• .-.-'' ' ; 30,000 i

, - -100^00 ,

10,000 to 75,000 
'? * SOW 
-!' x 4* X 16*

SootJiira kemljpdert

QAS8
BATTtRIES.

• '^--'' ''; ''-^

- f- '. r ''*3*r-' ;V.Vx.-'w!:
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DESCRIPTION OF FLUXGATE

HiHHO IN CANADA

SHARPE INSTRUMENTS OF CANADA UNITED

1. RANGE SWITCH -

2. METER w, ,. ;
•. ' ; ' 'l ? ' ' ',

3. MAIN SWITCH

4. LEVEL

5. BATTERY PACK

6. BATTERY CONNECTOR

7. SILICA GEL BAG

8. PROTECTION CUP

9. LATITUDE ADJUSTMENT CONTROL-FINE : \ 

'O. LATITUDE ADJUSTMENT CONTROL-COARSE 

11. CARRYING STRAP :; ;

This unit is also available in geodetic or observatory models.
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